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Abstract
Stochasticconcavityof the output process with respect to buffersizes is
establishedin a series of -/M/1/B queues with loss at the first node.
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1. Introduction
This note is concerned with a model that has received much attention in the literature.
ConsiderK -/M/1/B queues in series and denote the collection by X =
For
{./M/1/B,}i=1.
convenience, the numberingof the nodes is in the reverse order of service. This notation
means that queue i has one server with i.i.d. exponentialservice times and waiting room of
size Bi. Let the service rate in node i be denoted by i and considera deterministicsequence
of arrivals(a,). An arrivingjob that finds buffer K full is lost. The server in node i idles
whenevernode i - 1 is full. This disciplineis called 'communicationblocking'. Assume that
the departureprocess from the first
the system is initially empty and denote by
node.
(D(t)),_o
The aim is to show that (D(t)) is stochasticallyconcave with respectto the vector of buffer
sizes B = (B1, - - , BK). This formulated with the aid of the following definition.

R is concave if for all BE
for all b = (bl, - - - , bK)
m E Z+ such that B + mB and
such that Jb,, - - - , JbKJ,are relativelyprime, and for all 1,Z+,

Definition 1. A functionp: Z-ZK

B - lb are in Z+,

(1 + m)p(B) -lp(B

(1)

+ mb) + mp(B - ib).

The next resultrestrictsthe range on which (1) has to be verified.
Lemma 1. Inequalities(1) hold if for all be

ZK

as describedin Definition 1, and for all

2p(B) - p(B + b) + p(B - b).

inductionon I and m.
Proof. By straightforward
For a vector be ZK as requiredin Definition 1, denote by (D+(t)) (respectively,(D-(t)))
the departureprocess from the first node of a network identical to X but with buffer size
vector B + b (respectively,B - b). Denote that networkby N' (respectively,N-). We show
that
2D(t) >-stD+(t) + D-(t).
(Recall that X>s,, Y if P{X >x} > P{Y >-x} for all x E R.)
(2)

The proof relies on a straightforward
samplepath argumentwhichby now is routinelyused
in the literature in order to establish various monotonicity properties. In particular,
monotonicitypropertiesof the model examinedhere are studiedin [4]. A versionof this note
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appearedas [1]. In the originallysubmittedversionof this note the constructionof Theorem 1
was used to prove concavityof the throughputonly with respect to each buffer size. It has
since been pointedout to us that in the same constructionand with a smallmodificationof the
originalproof, the throughputis seen to be concave with respect to the vector of buffersizes
in the sense of Definition 1. Meester and Shantikumar[2] have independentlyobtained this
strongerresult. They employ the same constructionbut they derive an expression for the
numberof jobs that have departedfrom the networkas a functionof time. They also provide
an applicationof the result by provingone of the many 'folk' conjecturesin optimal buffer
allocation.
Second-orderpropertiesof networkshave importantalgorithmicimplicationsfor problems
of optimal allocation. See Shantikumarand Yao [3] and referencestherein for applications
and other work on stochasticconvexity. Our results stop short of a characterizationof the
optimal buffer allocation in a series of -/M/1/B queues. Further research is suggested in
Section3.
2. The main result
The proof consistsin constructingthe three processescorrespondingto the three networks
N, X+ and X-, so that (2) holds almost surely. Recall that the virtualservice process of an
exponentialserverwith rate u is a Poissonprocesswith rate p. When the queue is not empty,
a customer departs at each point of the virtual service process. For network X and for
i = 1, - , K the followingquantitiesare defined:
S': the nth service time in the virtualservice processat node i,
N,(t): the numberof jobs in the ith queue at time t.
We considerthe networkat the discretetime instants
U (an)n,

(T,),= {

Also, we shall find it useful to set

(Sn)n)i=1,..,K

Tn=0.

Xo(t) = D(t),
k

Xk(t) = D(t)++

i=1

N (t),

k = 1,

, K.
.

Similarprocessesare definedfor networksX+ and X-. Queueingprocessesin networksX'+
and NX-are constructedby setting
S
n = 1,
K,
(3)
=S,
i=
n'=S-nn'
2,.,
1,.
=
a
n=1, 2,
(4)
a-=a,,
It is assumedthat networks
and X- also startempty at time 0.
,X
of the following.
The validityof (2) is a corollary
Theorem1. In the constructionof (3) and (4) one has, for 0,
ta.s., i = 0, 1, ... , K.
(5)
2X,(t) X (t) + XT(t),
Proof. Inequalities (5) are trivially true for 1=0 and assume that they hold for
- - - , n. We prove that they hold for = n + 1. For some m > 0 we distinguishbetween
1= 1,
1
the followingcases.
(a) T,+ =S1,. Inequalities (5) can be violated at
only for i=O. There are two
T_+l
possibilities.
(i) 2Xo(T.)= X (T.) + X(T.). Then (5) can be violated only if
(6)
NI(T.) = 0 and either Nt(T.) > 0 or N(T.) > O.
But this implies2X1(T,)

<Xj(Tn)

+

Xl(Tn),

a contradiction.
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(ii) 2Xo(Tn)= X+(Tn)+ Xo(Tn)+ 1. This possibilityleads to a similarcontradiction.

only for i = k. There are two
T+,I
Then (5) can be violated in either of two situations.

(b) TS = Sk+1. Inequalities (5) can be violated at

possibilities.
(i) 2Xk(Tn)
First, if
(7)

=

Xj(T7) + X-(T,).

Nk(Tn)=Bk

and either

N(T)

< Bk + bk

or N(T)<Bk

then N7(T,) + Nk(Tn) <2Bk and hence 2Xk-l(Tn) <X-lI(T7)

Second, the situationwhere
(8)
Nk+l(Tn)= 0

and either

obtainsa contradictionas in case (a).

N+I(T,)

- bk,

+ X-1I(T7), a contradiction.

> 0 or N-,+(T,) > 0,

(ii) 2Xk(Tn) = X7(T,) + X-(T,) + 1. This possibility leads to a similar contradiction.
(c) Tn+1= am. This case is similar to case (b).
of cases
in the
and
is the
modification
The

necessary
proof
(a)(ii)
(b)(ii)
replacement
only
of 'either .. or' stagementsin (7), (8) and (9) by 'both .. and' statements.
Remark1. Other types of blockingare also possible (e.g., manufacturingblocking).
3. Conclusions
If the throughputof the networkconsideredabove is denoted by p(B) then we have shown
that p(-) is concave with respect to vector B in the sense of Definition 1. It follows in
Bi = M for any integer M. Set
particularthat p(-) is a concave functionon the line
Ei_',
p*(M) = max p(B):
B, = M .
By B~ denote the allocation that achieves the optimal throughput. One expects (Mitra,
personalcommunication,1987) that
p*(M+1)=p(B*+ei),

for some

i = 1, --- , K,

where e, is the unit vector correspondingto the ith coordinate. Establishingthis property
shouldhave importantalgorithmicconsequences.
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